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Ø Electroweak mixing angle, sin2θw , is related to 
the effective vector and axial-vector couplings of 
the fermions to the Z boson 
Ø Such a mixing angle leads to different 

couplings for right- and left-handed fermions 
in weak neutral currents

Ø The polarization measures the ratio of vector to 
axial-vector neutral current couplings of the τ 
lepton

Ø Aim of this analysis:
Ø Measure average polarisation of leptons in 

Z/g events:

Ø Convert polarisation into effective weak 
mixing angle sin2θw

Ø Any deviation from SM reveals a new physics 
beyond SM!
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Motivation
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Tau reconstruction at CMS
More in 
Valeria’s talk

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1303630/contributions/5644231/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1303630/contributions/5644231/
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Event selection
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Helicity states of incoming quarks and outgoing τ leptons.

Ø The angle θt is the scattering angle of the t −lepton with respect to the 
quark momentum in the rest frame of the Z boson

Ø The helicity of τ leptons from Z boson decays can be measured from 
energy and angular distributions of the τ lepton decay products. 
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Helicity of τ leptons - Angle θ in τ rest frame

Intermediate spin-0 resonance (π−) ⇒ angle θ contains full helicity information

Intermediate spin-1 resonances (ρ−, a1
− ) ⇒ angle θ depends on the

polarisation of the resonance. Not sensitive enough to analyse by itself the τ 
− polarisation. Need more discrminative variables  
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Helicity of τ leptons - Angles β, α and γ
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Discriminant Observables (optimal variables)
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11 Exclusive categories 
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Discriminant Observables
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Signal and background definition

Left-helicity 
Signal split at 
generator level

Right-helicity 
Signal split at 
generator level

W+jet background 
normalization estimated 
from data from high MT 
control region

QCD multijet events 
estimated from data using 
jet to tau fake rate 
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Final Observables 
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Extraction of Polarisation by Template Fit
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Major source of systematics
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Results of the Average τ Polarisation

Ø Sensitivity is mostly driven by µt channel following by et, eµ, and tt. 
Ø No dependence on the pseudo-rapidity of the Z0 boson

Pτ (Z) = −0.144 ±0.015
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Summary

Ø Polarization of τ− leptons in the decay of 
Z bosons produced in pp collisions using 
CMS detector is presented to an 
integrated luminosity of 36.3 fb−1.

Ø The measured τ− lepton polarization,    
Pτ (Z) = −0.144 ±0.015, is in good 
agreement with the SLD, LEP and ATLAS 
results.

Ø The measured polarization constrains 
the effective couplings of τ− leptons to 
the Z boson and determines the 
effective weak mixing angle to be         
sin2 θeff

W = 0.2319 ± 0.0019
Ø No deviation from SM! Improving the 

sensitivity requires both more data and 
more importantly, better 
understanding/reducing the systematics.
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Backup



Polarization curve 
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